COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES
From One To World

We hope everyone is staying safe, healthy, and in good spirits during this uncertain time. This document is a repository of up-to-date information on One To World programs, services, and resources to help you navigate issues arising from the 2019 Novel Coronavirus.

One To World Programs & Services

Social distancing doesn’t mean that we can’t stay connected. The team at One To World is developing online versions of many of our existing programs and services, including Global Classroom and our meetings for international educators. We will be updating http://bit.ly/otwcovidinfo regularly with these changes.

Global Classroom created a repository for online learning tools and services that we are continually updating at https://bit.ly/GlobalClassroomCOVID.

Advocacy and News Updates

- **Letter to Congress: COVID-19 Relief for International Exchange Industry** – One To World has signed onto the Alliance for International Exchange's letter to Congress, asking that the international exchange community isn't left out of financial relief planning.

- **Letter to our government leaders: Nonprofit New York** – If you work for a nonprofit organization, join us in signing on to an open letter to our government leaders from New York City’s nonprofit sector in response to COVID-19.

- **What COVID-19 means for international cooperation** – A macro look at international cooperation and the future of the global economy from ING, written by Kemal Dervis and Sebastian Strauss.

International Student & Educator Resources

- **Attention International Students:** We'd like to learn about your plans for the rest of the semester. Whether you've decided to remain in the U.S. or have chosen to return home, tell us what you'd like to see for future remote programming for the remainder of the semester. Please [complete a brief 1-minute survey](#).

- **ICE’s regularly updated FAQ section** regarding a variety of SEVP regulations and policies

- **March 27th webinar on International & Immigrant Populations in Higher Education,** hosted by NAFSA and Presidents’ Alliance

- NAFSA’s [Coronavirus Critical Resources](#)

- COVID-19 [Country Specific Information](#) from U.S Dept. of State

- **latitude(s),** a weekly newsletter about what matters in global higher education and why
  - In the March 23rd edition, international students confront whether to stay in the U.S. or return home

NYC-specific Resources

- From the [City of New York](#)

- From [NYC United Against Coronavirus](#)

- A huge resource-collecting document from the [New Museum](#)

- A collectivized, crowdsourced [Coronavirus Resource Kit](#)

NJ-specific Resources

- New Jersey COVID-19 [Information Hub](#)

Additional Resources

- For mental health and healing:
  - [Caring For Your Coronavirus Anxiety](#) toolkit
  - Resource list from [National Alliance on Mental Illness](#)
  - [Healing & Arts Resources During COVID-19](#)
- **Remote Life Resources** for activities, fitness, misc.
- Check out **Help With Covid** to find a volunteer opportunity where your skills could be of use
- **Sew your own** and/or **donate** your N95 masks (and gloves!) to your local hospital

**MUTUAL AID NETWORKS**

- **NYC COVID-19 Mutual Aid Resources**
- **NY STATE Mutual Aid Networks from NY Renews**
- **NYC United Against Coronavirus**
- **Central New Jersey Mutual Aid Network from DSA**
- **North New Jersey Mutual Aid Network**

As our team works from home, we continue to send our best wishes to everyone! We hope you all are staying safe, healthy, and in good spirits. Please reach out to the team at info@onetoworld.org or any of our direct email addresses if you have any questions, additional resources, need support or simply want to chat.

The community One To World is proud to serve is particularly vulnerable right now, and as we navigate these challenging times, we would be immensely grateful for any support you can give. **A gift of any amount** will help keep our international network strong at a time when we are all feeling increasingly isolated. Another easy way to support is through AmazonSmile where a percentage of your purchase gets donated to One To World. Shop and support One To World [here](#).